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What is 5G?
 5G indicates the fifth generation form of

communications. It is the basis of the “internet of
things”.
 Current communications technology uses
electromagnetic fields in the megahertz range. 5G will
be EMFs in the gigahertz range.
 We know a lot about hazards from the current 3G and
4G EMFs used for cell phones, smart meters, WiFi and
other communication frequencies, but we know
almost nothing about hazards of 5G

Hazardous Effects of EMFs
High Energy Breaks chemical bonds;
Causes ionizations,
Birth Defects, and Cancer

Low Energy

? Causes Cancer,
? Neurodegenerative Disease,
? Electrohypersensitivity
? Reduced male fertility

Radiofrequency (RF) EMFs
 These are the communications frequencies, ranging

from AM and FM radio, TV, mobile phones, and radar.
 WiFi, smart meters and wireless anything use RF fields
to communicate between a generator and a receiver.
 Microwave ovens use RF. The fact that you can cook
your food in a microwave over is proof that
communication frequencies can have biological
effects.
 Now there is the impending roll-out of 5G, a higher
frequency EMF for which there is little information
available on health effects.

RF in the Ambient Environment
 It used to be that the urban RF environment
was dominated by radio and television

transmission RF.
 In the past few years we have increased the RF
in the ambient environment enormously,
coming from use of mobile phones, mobile
phone towers, WiFi and smart meters, often
using higher energy RF.
 What does this sudden increase in RF exposure
suggest regarding human health?

Sources of Radio Frequency
Radiation









Mobile Phones
Cordless Telephones (especially DECT)
Smart Meters – Home Area Networks
Wi-Fi in Homes
High Power Radio & TV Towers
Satellites – Communication, GPS
5G Communications
Self-driving automobiles

Exponential Rise in Microwave Radiation Levels
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MICROWAVES:
 The microwaves used by a mobile phone are very

similar to those in your microwave oven, where
food is heated.
 Mobile phones are designed to use an intensity of
microwaves that does not to cause tissue heating.
 Microwaves travel at the speed of light, which
allows signals to travel over long distances with
very little latency.

Residential Exposure to RF from Radio
Transmitters
 Michelozzi et al. (2002) reported elevations in
leukemia in children living near to a radio

transmitter tower in Italy (OR 2.2, 1.0-4.1).
 Ha et al. (2007) reported elevated leukemia in
Korean children living near to a radio transmitter
tower (OR 2.15, 1.00-4.67).
 These results indicate that while localized RF
radiation may cause local cancer, leukemia is the
cancer of greatest concern with whole body
exposure. This is the same cancer seem with
power-line ELF exposure.

Mobile Phones
 As of 2007 there were 3.3 billion mobile phone

subscriptions, equal to half the world’s population.
 The greatest concerns are brain cancer and
leukemia.
 The latency for brain cancer from environmental
exposures is usually thought to be 20-30 years.
 If mobile phone use causes brain cancer we have a
major problem, and it will get worse over time.

Mobile Phone Use for 10+ Years and Ipsilateral
Glioma: Results from Meta-Analyses and
Reviews
 From Individual Studies:






Lonn et al., 2005; OR = 1.60 ( 0.80-3.40)
Hepworth et al. 2006; OR = 1.60 (0.92-2.76)
Lahkola et al., 2007; OR = 1.39 (1.01-1.92)
Hardell et al., 2008; OR = 4.40 (2.50-7.60)
Interphone, 2010; OR = 1.57 (1.13-2.30)

 From Meta-Analyses:






Hardell et al., 2008; OR = 2.0 (1.2-3.4)
Kundi, 2008; OR = 1.9 (1.4-2.4)
Khurana et al., 2009; OR = 1.9 (1.4-24)
Myung et al. 2009: OR = 1.18 (1.04-1.34)
Levis et al., 2011; OR = 1.58 ( 1.21-2.00)

The INTERPHONE Study by the World Health
Organization
 This was a 13-country study of mobile phone use and brain

cancer, including Canada but not the US or China.
 Use of a mobile phone for 10+ years resulted in a 2.18-fold
increase in risk of glioma, use for 1640+ hours resulted in a
1.82-fold increased risk and making more than 270 calls
resulted in a 1.31-fold increased risk of glioma.
 These positive results were hidden in an Appendix! The
report abstract stated “No increase in risk of glioma or
meningioma was observed with use of mobile phones”.

Susceptibility of Children
 Hardell and Carlberg reported on risk of glioma as a

function of age of beginning use of a mobile phone.
The following is after > 1 year of mobile phone use:
 All ages:

OR = 1.4 (1.1-1.7)
 <20 years: OR = 5.2 (2.2-12.0)
 20-49 years: OR = 1.5 (1.1-2.0)
 50-80 years: OR = 1.3 (0.97-1.7)

R
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GSM phone 835 MHz with SAR in
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From Professor Om Gandhi with
thanks.

Glucose metabolism and mobile phones
(Volkow et al., 2011)

Symptoms of ElectroHypersensitivity (EHS)
 EHS is one of a series of syndromes, called “ideopathic

environmental intolerance” or “medically unexplained
symptoms” characterized by fatigue, headache, weakness,
memory impairment, sleep disturbances and a general
feeling of ill health.
 EHS frequently co-exists with chronic fatigue syndrome,
multiple chemical sensitivity, Gulf War Illness, fibromyalgia
and several other less common diseases.
 The cause of each of these disorders is unknown, but at least
for some of them there is an initial triggering event.

Early EHS Studies in the West
 In 1965 Frey (Psychol Bull 63: 322) reviewed Western

studies showing effects of RF on brain and behavior, and
concluded that there were changes not mediated by
tissue heating.
 Rea et al. (J Bioelect 101: 241: 1991) studied 100 people
who reported effects of low energy EMFs and tested
them in a blinded fashion. Twenty-five responded to
applied EMFs but not to “blanks”. Thus they concluded
that only 25% of reported EHS persons showed true
response to applied fields.

Reports of Excessive Exposure
to Radar
 Forman et al. (JOM 24: 932: 1982) reported on two men

accidentally exposed to radar microwaves. Both exhibited
symptoms of headaches, insomnia, irritability and emotional
lability even after a 12-month follow-up.
 Schilling (OEM 54: 281: 1997) reported on three men acutely
exposed to 785 MHz RF who immediately developed EHS
symptoms that lasted over a 3-year follow-up. Later (OM 50:
49: 2000) he reported on six antenna engineers acutely
exposed in two separate incidents. Four developed EHS with
no improvement over 3-4 years follow-up. Headache, loss of
stamina, malaise and lassitude were the major symptoms.

The History of RG, age 38
 RG was a healthy technical expert at repair of RF generating equipment,








called to do repairs in a room with 15 radios in 2011, all supposed to be off,
but six were not.
After 1.5 hours at work he developed a headache, nausea and dizziness.
At an emergency room he had mild burns on face, head and neck.
A month later he has constant headache, dizziness, photophobia, nausea,
confusion and difficulty with cognition.
He came to my office 2.2 years later at which time he suffered from
constant headaches, confusion, memory loss, pains, nausea, vertigo and
constant anxiety and depression.
He has all the symptoms of EHS, triggered by an acute RF exposure.

Does EHS Develop After an
Acute Event?
 These reports suggest that an acute exposure to EMFs

and even electric current can trigger EHS.
 Most individuals who report that they are
electrosensitive do not identify an acute event as a
trigger, but there may have been one that they just
haven’t identified. Alternatively their symptoms may
not be due to EMFs.
 It is very unlikely that the sudden development of EHS
which lasts for years after an acute exposure is due to
only psychological factors.

Considerations
 A number of people report that they developed EHS after a

smart meter was installed on their or a neighbor’s home.
This may be the “acute” event.
 The studies of Rea et al. suggest that up to 75% of people who
report being electrosensitive may not be. This is not to
dismiss their symptoms, but rather to suggest that the cause
is something other than EMFs or RF.
 It is important to develop objective tests to determine true
EHS, while at the same time acknowledging that some
symptoms are psychological in origin.

If the Evidence is so Strong, Why
are There Not Tighter Standards?
 Four fallacious excuses are used to justify why governments

have not done more to reduce exposure from EMFs:
 A. There is no good animal model showing disease.
 B. We don’t know a specific mechanism whereby
magnetic fields and RF can cause cancer and other
diseases.
 C. Non-ionizing radiation does not have sufficient
energy to cause mutations.
 D. The evidence for hazard is inconsistent.

RF Exposure causes cancer in
animals:
 Two recent studies have proven that RF radiation

causes cancer in animals
 The US National Toxicology Program has just released
a study where rats and mice were exposed to RF
radiation like that coming from a mobile phone. Male
rats developed the same two cancers seen in humans
who use a mobile phone extensively.
 The Ramizzini Institute in Italy did a similar study but
with 15-time lower exposure to mimic that experienced
by living near to a mobile phone tower. They also
found cancer in rats.

Possible Mechanisms of EMF
Effects
 There is strong evidence that EMF radiation at all

frequencies causes the development of reactive oxygen
species (ROS). This leads to DNA damage, which is the
ultimate common pathway to cancer.
 Examples of known human carcinogens that do not
directly damage DNA include arsenic and dioxin.
 ROS generation leads to other physiological

alterations, including gene induction and altered
calcium metabolism.

How Strong is the Evidence of
Harm?
 On subjects like this one must look at the “weight

of the evidence”, as is done in meta-analyses.
 Every meta-analysis done to date has confirmed
elevated risk of brain cancer and acoustic neuroma
with excessive mobile phone use.
 Evidence for elevated risk of electrical
hypersensitivity, neurodegenerative diseases and
male infertility is less strong but building.

How Serious is this Problem?
 Exposure assessment is very poor, often relating

risk to only one component of EMF exposure.
 Under these circumstances it is almost certain that
the true risk is grossly underestimated.
 Of particular concern is the intense use of mobile
phones by young children, and placement of
wireless devices in schools and day-care centers.

What About Other Sources of RF?
 The RF exposure from a mobile phone held to the

head is intense, but most people do not use it for
long periods of time.
 Other sources are usually at much lower intensity,
but may result in exposure 24/7. This includes
WiFi and smart meters. The new global roll-out of
5G is going to dramatically increase exposure.
 Total RF exposure (and therefore risk to health)
from these sources of lower intensity may be
greater than that from mobile phone use.

“Your electric company is going to swap your old meter with a smart
meter, equipped with wireless communication. All your appliances will
be also be smart, they'll be able to communicate with your meter, which
in turn will be in constant contact with the grid.”
PBS’s NOVA, “Smart Grid” 2/23/11

Slides 29-31 courtesy Vermonters for a Clean Environment
www.vce.org/smartmeters
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Are Smart Meters and WiFi
Dangerous?
 To date there has not been specific study of these

sources of RF exposure and adverse health effects.
 Exposure assessment for only these sources would be

very difficult.
 However one does not need to have results from these

specific exposures, given what we know about other RF
exposures.

How Certain Are We That RF
Causes Human Disease?
 The evidence that RF causes at least some kinds of cancer is

strong, but many questions remain.

 The level of evidence for other diseases than cancer is weaker but

growing, and even more questions remain. There is evidence for
damage to sperm and a syndrome of electro-hypersensitivity.

 However, the worst case scenario is that we will see an epidemic

of cancers, especially leukemia and brain cancer.

 This is a perfect example of where the precautionary principle

should be applied.

Steps to Reduce Exposure to RF Fields from
Mobile Phones
 1. Use a landline whenever possible.
 2. Send text messages whenever possible.
 3. If you must use a mobile phone, use an headset
rather than holding the phone close.
 4. Don’t allow children to use a mobile phone

except in an emergency.
 5. Don’t keep an active phone in your belt pocket,
which only exposes other body parts.
 6. Don’t sleep with the phone on next to your
body.

Steps to Reduce Exposure to Other RF
Sources
 Don’t place AM, FM, TV or cell phone towers close to

homes, schools or businesses.
 Don’t put wireless networks in schools – use wired
connections.
 Resist the general movement to make everything
wireless without consideration of negative
consequences. This includes things like “smart
meters”.

5G – The Fifth Generation
 Current 3G and 4G transmission uses frequencies of

less than 1 GHz.
 5G will use frequencies from 0.6 to 24 GHz, and
perhaps even higher (ultimately up to 71 GHz).
Research is being done on frequencies up to 300 GHz.
 Industry ads say that 5G will be 100x faster than 4G,
yield 3 million new jobs and add $500 billion in
economic growth.
 These are millimeter waves that have the potential for
higher speed and greater capacity.

Limitations of 5G
 The higher the frequency the shorter the range and the

easier the signal is to being blocked. Trees, energy
efficient glass windows and standard housing
materials will all block the signals. Rain and snow will
also interfere with transmission.
 Because they don’t travel so far 5G will require minicell towers placed in front of every 5-8 houses.
Current 3G and 4G cell towers have a range of 2015 km,
but with higher frequencies the range will be 20-150 m.
 One will not be able to walk down the sidewalk
without be continuously exposed.

What are the Health and Safety
Concerns of 5G?
 There is almost no research at present on health effects

of 5G. It is thought that most of the energy will be
absorbed by the skin surface.
 There is strong evidence that current cell phones, if
used extensively, increase risk of brain cancer. Active
cell phones in your bra increases risk of breast cancer.
 Men who use wireless lap tops on their lap have
reduced sperm counts.
 Some people develop a syndrome of electrohypersensitivity when exposed to RF EMFs. They
experience headaches, fatigue and “brain fog”.

Is There Anything Uniquely Bad
About 5G?
 This question cannot be answered at present because

of the lack of study.
 However it is likely that what is dangerous is each
person’s total exposure to radiofrequency radiation.
 Already our exposure has increased greatly as we have
wireless everything – radio, TV, cell phones, cell
towers, WiFi, smart meters, and now the development
of driver-less cars.
 The increased exposure to these multiple forms of RF
has great potential to increase human disease.

Who is Acting to Protect Us?
 In the US it is the Federal Communications

Commission that has this responsibility. Almost all
members come from the industry. They have
absolutely no health expertise.
 The position of the FCC is that the only concern due to
RF radiation is tissue heating, like that you get from
your microwave oven.
 There are thousands of scientific studies showing
adverse effects at much lower intensities than those
causing tissue heating.

The Federal Communications
Act of 1996
 A provision inserted into this act by the industry

specifically rules that one cannot object to the
placement of a cell tower on the basis of health
concerns. You can object if it is ugly or reduces
property values but not if it is likely to harm your
health!
 In spite of many attempts to have this provision
removed it is still in place. But many local and city
governments are fighting for local control in courts.

How Strong is the Evidence of
Harm?
 On subjects like this one must look at the “weight

of the evidence”, as is done in meta-analyses.
 Every meta-analysis done to date has confirmed
elevated risk of brain cancer and acoustic neuroma
with excessive mobile phone use.
 Evidence for elevated risk of electrical
hypersensitivity, neurodegenerative diseases and
male infertility is less strong but building.

What About Other Sources of RF?
 The RF exposure from a mobile phone held to the

head is intense, but most people do not use it for
long periods of time.
 Other sources are usually at much lower intensity,
but may result in exposure 24/7. This includes
WiFi and smart meters. The new global roll-out of
5G is going to dramatically increase exposure.
 Total RF exposure (and therefore risk to health)
from these sources of lower intensity may be
greater than that from mobile phone use.

Conclusions:
 5G may allow you to download a movie more quickly.
 But the potential effects on human health are major.
 We can benefit for modern technology at the same

time that we protect the health of the public.
 We should not be rolling out 5G until we understand
that the health hazards are and how to protect against
them.
 This is the essence of the “precautionary principle”.

